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Abstract

The transformer architecture achieves superior performance on many learning tasks,
such as machine translation and visual question answering. It can also be applied
to a numerical sequential data such as time series data for multi-step predictions.
At the core of transformer is its attention mechanism, which computes the similar-
ity between instances and encourages the model to focus on important selective
features. Inspired by recent RBF kernel formulation of the attention mechanism
and the classical kernel trick literature in machine learning, we aim to understand
how various kernels such as the locally periodic (LP) kernel, linear kernel etc.
affect the performance of the transformer. We will first derive the mathematical
formulation for those kernels, and then test their empirical performance on both
the machine translation task and the time-series prediction task. Experiment results
show that our proposed attention modules not only achieve competitive perfor-
mance on the complex translation task but improve model performance on long-
and short-range time-series prediction, suggesting that varying the attention kernel
can be a promising future research direction.1

1 Introduction

With the advent of powerful NLP models such as GPT-3 [1] and BERT [3], transformers are quickly
becoming the standard architecture for large-scale machine learning, not only for NLP tasks but also
for similar problems in images and other media [4, 2, 12]. This exponential growth in popularity is
largely attributable to the transformers’ ability to benefit from and scale with the extensive amounts
of data available on the internet. Different from conventional models in NLP such as RNN and LSTM
that relies on sequential computation, transformer paralleled text processing by using self-attention
and feed-forward networks as its building blocks.

Broadly, attention is used as a means to gauge the inter-relation between different parts of the input
such that at each iteration, the network learns to "attend" to only the relevant sections of the input at
that specific time step. The implementation of attention usually consists of three steps:

1. From the embedding of each word, we create a Query vector, a Key vector and a Value vector.
These vectors are computed by multiplying the embedding with matrices with trainable
parameters.

2. For each word in the sequence, we compute a self-attention score with respect to another
target word by taking the dot product of the query vector and the key vector of the word we
are inspecting. This score indicates how much focus we want to put on the target word.

3. Then we divide the score by some normalization factor for more stable gradients. The
original paper from Vaswani et al. divides the score by the square root of the dimension of
key vectors. They also apply a softmax layer to obtain a probability distribution over each
token that sums up to 1.

1We release our implementation of kernel attention publicly as a PyPi package pykernsformer (https:
//pypi.org/project/pykernsformer/) for future work.
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Recent papers from [10][9] presented a kernel formulation of the attention mechanism in transformer.
Specifically, the attention in transformer is viewed as a product of the Radial Basis Function (RBF)
kernel between instances and the exponential `2 norm for each instance. Inspired by this formulation,
we are interested in how different attention kernels may impact the performance of transformer
on different data types. We will first derive the mathematical expressions of various kernels, and
then evaluate them on two tasks: (1) English to Chinese sentence translation and (2) Time-series
prediction.

2 Related Work

The kernel trick [8][5] has been a crucial component of many machine learning models, such as
Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Multi-layer Kernel Machines (MKM). The usage of posi-
tive definite kernel functions generalizes distance and similarity measures to the high-dimensional
embedding space and provides elegant solutions for many learning problems.

While attention in transformers has been identified as an RBF kernel, prior studies on the attention
component of transformer [13][7] have mostly focused on improving the speed of kernel computation
but not experimenting with other types of kernels. The work that is most similar to ours is [9], where
the authors generalized the attention module with an implicit kernel function and an `p norm and
demonstrated improved performance on language tasks such as sentence classification and translation.
However, their derivations and experiments revolve around variations of the RBF kernel and does not
consider the more classical kernels in previous literature, such as the periodic kernel and the rational
quadratic kernel.

Besides applications in natural language tasks, recent works [12] have attempted to apply transformer
to the task of time series forecasting. As classical kernel methods and signal processing literature
show that certain kernels work well with particular signal patterns or data types, our work also
explores whether different kernels integrated with the transformer architecture will yield similar
results for different signal types.

3 Methodology

3.1 Attention kernel decomposition

Vaswani et al. [11] attention is defined as

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V (1)

for query Q[nQ,dk], key K[nK ,dk] and value V[nK ,dv] matrices.

Our work builds on the observation that this attention formulation can be decomposed into a weighted
kernel calculation between individual query and key vectors qi[1,dk] and ki[1,dk] shown below [9].

Proposition 1 Let aij be 1
Z1(a)

exp(
qik

T
j√
dk

) where Z1(a) is a normalizing constant. Then aij has the
form:

aij =
1

Z1(a)
× exp(

−||qi − kj ||22
2
√
dk

)× exp(
||qi||22 + ||kj ||22

2
√
dk

) (2)

where we used the fact that

||qi − kj ||22 = ||qi||22 + ||kj ||22 − 2qik
T
j (3)

Notice that in Equation 2, the first exponential term corresponds to an RBF-kernel distance between
the vectors qi and kj with l = 4

√
dk. The second exponential term acts as a magnitude term which

weighs each query-key pair based on `2-norm.
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3.2 Kernel construction

Following this decomposition, we construct attention equations for the following well-known kernels:

1. Linear kernel (kL)

2. Periodic kernel (kP )

3. Locally periodic kernel (kLP )

4. Rational quadratic kernel (kRQ)

Linear kernel (kL). The linear kernel has the form

kL(x, x
′) = (x− c)(x′ − c) (4)

where c is a parameter specifying the origin of the non-stationary kernel.

Proposition 2 Let aij be 1
Z2(a)

kL(qi, kj) where Z2(a) is a normalizing constant. Then aij has the
form:

aij =
1

Z2(a)
× (qi − µ)(kj − µ)T (5)

=
1

Z2(a)
× (qik

T
j − qiµT − µkTj + µµT ) (6)

=
1

Z2(a)
× (qik

T
j ) +

1

Z2(a)
× (µµT − qiµT − µkTj ) (7)

In implementation, this corresponds to

AttentionLinear(Q,K, V ) =
QKT∑
kQK

T
V (8)

for µ = [0][1,dk].

Periodic kernel (kP ). The periodic kernel has the form

kP (x, x
′) = exp

−2 sin2(π ||x−x
′||2

p )

`2

 (9)

where {`, p} are parameters specifying the length-scale and periodicity of the kernel.

Proposition 3 Let aij be 1
Z3(a)

kP (qi, kj) where Z3(a) is a normalizing constant. Then aij has the
form:

aij =
1

Z3(a)
× exp

−2 sin2(π ||x−x
′||2

p )

`2

 (10)

=
1

Z3(a)
× exp

−2 sin2(π

√
||qi||22+||kj ||22−2qikTj

p )

`2

 (11)
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Notice that here, we are not able to decompose the expression into kernel and magnitude terms as in
Equation 2 due to the square root. Neglecting the magnitude terms expectedly hurts convergence.

We circumvent this problem by normalizing our query and key vectors such that ||qi||2 = ||kj ||2 = 1
which yields

aij =
1

Z3(a)
× exp

−2 sin2(π

√
2−2qikTj
p )

`2

 (12)

In implementation, this corresponds to

AttentionPeriodic(p)(Q,K, V ) = softmax(−
2 sin2(π

√
2−2QKT

p )
√
dk

)V (13)

Locally periodic kernel (kLP ). The locally periodic kernel has the form

kLP (x, x
′) = exp

−2 sin2(π ||x−x
′||2

p )

`2

 exp

(
−||x− x

′||22
2`2

)
(14)

where {`, p} are parameters specifying the length-scale and periodicity of the kernel.

Proposition 4 Let aij be 1
Z4(a)

kLP (qi, kj) where Z4(a) is a normalizing constant. Then aij has the
form:

aij =
1

Z4(a)
× exp

−2 sin2(π

√
||q̂i||22+||k̂j ||22−2q̂ik̂Tj

p )

`2

 exp

(
qik

T
j

`2

)
(15)

where q̂i = qi
||qi||2 and k̂j =

kj
||kj ||2 .

In implementation, this corresponds to

AttentionLocallyPeriodic(p)(Q,K, V ) = softmax(−
2 sin2(π

√
2−2Q̂K̂T

p )
√
dk

+
QKT

√
dk

)V (16)

Rational quadratic kernel (kRQ). The rational quadratic kernel has the form

kRQ(x, x
′) =

(
1 +
||x− x′||22

2α`2

)−α
(17)

where {`, α} are parameters specifying the length-scale and the trade-off between smale- and large-
scale features of the kernel respectively.

Proposition 5 Let aij be 1
Z5(a)

kRQ(qi, kj) where Z5(a) is a normalizing constant. Then aij has the
form:

aij =
1

Z5(a)
×

(
1 +

1

α`2
−

2q̂ik̂
T
j

2α`2

)−α
(18)

where q̂i = qi
||qi||2 and k̂j =

kj
||kj ||2 .
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In implementation, this corresponds to

AttentionRationalQuadratic(α)(Q,K, V ) =

(
1 + 1

α
√
dk
− 2QKT

2α
√
dk

)−α
∑
k

(
1 + 1

α
√
dk
− 2QKT

2α
√
dk

)−αV (19)

4 Experiments

4.1 English to Chinese Translation

We first test the transformer with different attention kernels on the common application of transformer
- the machine translation task. In particular, our translation dataset consists of around 10,000 English-
Chinese sentence pairs with varying length and difficulty, from basic greetings to more descriptive
and complex sentences. The transformer model we use follows the same setup as in the original
paper. We train the model with label smoothing (ε1s=0.1) and KL divergence loss. We update the
model parameters using warmup learning rate with Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98 and
ε = 10−9.

In addition to the validation loss, we also evaluate the model based on BLEU score [6], which is
commonly used in machine translation task to measure the similarity between model translation
output and reference translation.

Table 1: Transformer Performance on English to Chinese Translation Task

Attention Kernel Type Validation Loss (↓) BLEU Score (↑)
Original RBF kernel 0.83 56.78
Linear kernel 0.68 62.45
Periodic Kernel 1.73 50.92
Locally Periodic Kernel 2.40 48.46
Rational Quadratic Kernel 1.83 51.71

From the performance in Table 1 we see that the linear kernel achieves the best performance, with the
highest BLEU score and the lowest validation loss. However, previous machine translation literature
has suggested that higher BLEU score may not indicate better translation quality. After a manual
inspection of the translation (see Appendix), we found that while both the original and the linear
kernel transformer have comparable translation qualities on longer sentences, linear kernel often
outputs correct translation for shorter sentences where the original RBF kernel fails. Note that the
BLEU metric often favors short translations, which might explain the superior performance of linear
kernel. Overall, we think this is an interesting observation that could benefit from further investigation
and a more thorough evaluation on a larger scale translation dataset.

4.2 Time series data

While we have shown that our proposed kernels are valid and provide competitive performance on
the complex task of text translation, the main contribution of our method lies in the ability to use
different kernel attentions for different data types.

To this end, we experiment with time-series prediction using different signal models and observe
improvements in transformer performance.

To accommodate time-series prediction, we modify our transformer architecture as follows: We
remove the Transformer decoder and replace it with a fully-connected layer that outputs the predicted
value. As the input to the encoder is now an array of values rather than an array of words, we also
remove the embedding layer and operate on the input values directly.

4.2.1 Data types

We run our experiments on the data shown in Figure 1. These signals are intended to demonstrate
different time series patterns that can occur and have the forms shown in Table 2.
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Figure 1: Synthetic data for experimentation.

Table 2: Signal generating equations

Signal Equation

Step square(αt)
Step (decaying) square(α1t)× exp(−α2t)
Step (multiple) square(α1t) + square(α2t)

Sine sin(αt)
Sine (decaying) sin(α1t)× exp(−α2t)
Sine (multiple) sin(α1t) + sin(α2t)

Sawtooth sawtooth(αt)
Sawtooth (decaying) sawtooth(α1t)× exp(−α2t)
Sawtooth (multiple) sawtooth(α1t) + sawtooth(α2t)

4.2.2 Experiment details

For each data type, we run long- and short-term predictions using the five kernel types from before
and investigate the final prediction accuracies as well as convergence behaviour for each attention
module.

4.2.3 Results

Long-term prediction results. We show results for long-term predictions in Figure 2.

We observe that all attention variants perform similarly and are able to recover long-term trends from
the data, which further confirms our conclusion that the kernel attention variants show competitive
performance.

Some of our further observations are as follows:

• For the Sine (decaying) signal,AttentionLinear prediction is center-biased: Looking at
the AttentionLinear prediction for the Sine (decaying) signal, we observe that the predicted
signal is centered around y = −0.025 and has an amplitude smaller than that of the true
prediction. This is likely caused by the non-stationary nature of the linear distance kernel
which has pre-specified center and spread parameters.

• All methods perform relatively poorly on the Sawtooth (multiple) signal: Due to the
high-frequency nature of the Sawtooth (multiple) signal (Figure 1), we observe that while
all kernel variants are able to recover the primary trend of the signal (repeating spikes), they
are unable to generate a perfect reconstruction and fall short in terms of the signal amplitude.
We can note that Attention and AttentionLocalperiodic perform best.
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• AttentionLocalperiodic is able to accurately model the Step signal: While all ker-
nel variants are able to recover the long term trend of the Step signal, they fail to
reconstruct the square nature of individual signal blocks (see AttentionLinear and
AttentionRationalquadratic results). We observe that AttentionLocalPeriodic performs
best as it is able to preserve the perpendicular angles of the form.

Figure 2: Long-term prediction results. Input signal shown in blue, prediction shown in red, difference
shown in green.

Short-term prediction results. We show results for short-term predictions in Figure 4.

We observe that the short-term predictions are more indicative of model performance, as extrapolating
trends from only a short window of data is harder since the system is required to not only extrapolate
the long-term trend of the signal but also the form of the repeating patterns.

Some of our further observations are as follows:

• Attention performs poorly on the Sawtooth family of signals whereas
AttentionPeriodic and AttentionRationalQuadratic perform well: Looking at the
Attention predictions for the Sawtooth signal family, we observe that the module not
only fails to identify the long terms trends (decay, multiple, etc.), but is also unsuccessful
in recovering the pattern form, instead outputting noise. On the other hand, we observe
that the AttentionPeriodic and AttentionRationalQuadratic kernels are able to repeat the
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generating pattern successfully, and even reconstruct reasonable outputs for the more
difficult Sawtooth (multiple) signal. Of the two, we can state that AttentionPeriodic
ultimately performs the best, which can be attributed to the periodicity-bias of the periodic
kernel.

• AttentionLocallyperiodic is able to preserve the box form of the Step signal more
successfully than Attention: As in the long-term predictions, we observe that while
both of them can generate reasonable continuations, AttentionLocallyperiodic outperforms
Attention in terms of repeating the original pattern form more closely.

• AttentionPeriodic and AttentionLocalperiodic converge faster than Attention for Sine
(decaying): While both Attention and Attention(Localperiodic) converge to good ap-
proximations to the signal, we observe that Attention(Periodic) converges early on while
Attention initially misidentifies the long-term trend.

Figure 3: Short-term prediction results (Epoch 5) for Sine (decaying).

5 Conclusion

We propose a method which benefits from the observation that Vaswani et al.’s attention formulation
comprises an implicit kernel distance calculation and report the performance of our model by varying
the kernel calculation in the attention module. We first show that our proposed kernel methods
perform competitively on the complex task of English-to-Chinese translation task, with the linear
kernel surpassing the regular attention baseline. We then show that our method is not only able to
match but outperform Vaswani et al. in time-series prediction by exploiting well-known kernel/signal
compatibilities commonly used in classical kernel literature. While our results are significant on their
own, their significance is compounded by their role as an instance of the fingerpost towards making
the extensive kernel literature available for experimentation in transformer-based models.
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Figure 4: Short-term prediction results. Input signal shown in blue, prediction shown in red.
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A Qualitative translation outputs

From a qualitative comparison of the translation output from the original model and the transformer
with linear kernel (Figure 5), we see that the latter is able to give correct outputs for many sentences
where the original model (RBF kernel) fails.

The first line is the English input; the second line is the Chinese reference translation and the third
line is the output from transformers.

B Kernel hyper-parameters

For all five kernels, we use l = 4
√
dk as in the original Vaswani et al. paper.

For the periodic and locally periodic kernels, we set p = 0.01. For the rational quadratic kernel, we
set α = 99.
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Figure 5: Translation output examples
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